The Good Book Of Steps
of New Love

Love Peace Harmony

Peace will be the founder of New Love. Peace will be the most important element of New
Love to achieve first, as with peace only there can be love and without peace there cannot
be harmony. Peace will be required first by all in order to achieve the powers of New Love.
It’s the most difficult element to possess, as love is always with you and you will love all your
family and friends, but to be in peace with all around you is most difficult.
The best way to acquire peace is to let go of all your worries and leave them behind. No
amount of worry will help you to achieve any of the 3 elements, as this is the first step to
achieve peace. People worry about money, family, job, etc, etc, but it’s useless to worry
about any of these, as what will happen will happen, so leave worries behind. The next step
is to achieve peace which can be done is by staying calm in all situations, no matter what.
Everyone faces different situations and reacts differently to all of them, so remember that
the best way is to be calm. Love, peace and harmony will always help you to achieve peace
within you so be prepared to work hard for this. We are giving you the easy ways and steps
to achieve each of these elements.
The next element to achieve is love, so love all and try to understand what this means. It
means to slowly and steadily start loving all, which is yourself first and then your family,
loved ones, friends and then expanding it to neighbours etc, etc. This has to be achieved
slowly but steadily and it is not a hard way, once you understand that all people are the
same, no matter where they live, or what they do, or what colour skin they have, or what
religion they belong to. They will all have the same needs as you, so once you understand
this completely, then it will be very easy for you to love all besides yourself. Think of all
humans as your own self with all your worries and fears and complexities. Think how
everyone has to solve problems and survive on earth. Thus if you understand this concept
well, then you will be able to love all completely without any doubts in your mind.
Next and last step is harmony, which will be very easy, once the other two are within
yourself. Love and peace will always make you live in harmony with mankind and all of
God’s creations, as you are able to love all and be in peace with all too and so automatically,
you will be in harmony with all too.
See how easy it is to achieve all 3 elements, but do not rush them. Tackle each one with
these steps we have given and then it will be smooth sailing for you to achieve this
thoroughly. Ask for God Almighty’s help at each and every step and be blessed as soon as
your progress levels rise.
God Almighty blesses you all who are reading this and then taking steps to achieve this with
full faith and concentration. Be blessed with the new energy of New Love and the powers
of New Love.
Once peace, love and harmony are achieved, the real test is to use them together all the
time, as only one will not be enough to overcome problems. If you have only peace, but
not love and harmony, then the powers of New Love will not work, as you do not have real
love for doing anything well. It is only when you have and mastered all 3 together that it
will work like a charm and be powerful enough to destroy evil. Work well and achieve them
one by one as we have explained. You can swap the steps given, but the easy ways to
acquire them are peace, love & harmony. Know that all 3 together will be known as the
powers of New Love, the new being all 3 together, as one source of energy flowing within
you. We love you and wish you all the very best to achieve this asap, as this power will make
you very strong, powerful, peaceful, happy and comfortable. Be blessed with all our love
and blessings on New Love will be showered on you with God Almighty’s own love.

The Good Steps Of New Love
The steps of New Love will guide people who want to achieve this sooner as they will try,
but not succeed if steps are not given. We will expand on steps now.
Peace - This is the first step to achieve as it is the hardest one. Peace should be from within
you. Peace should be all around you. To achieve this first, you must free yourself from all
negativity and fears. Remove all doubts, fears, worries or whatever is stopping you from
achieving peace. If it is something from the past, let it go as you cannot do anything to
change the past. Only focus on the present and future as this is what matters now. Free
yourself from all that was stopping you from getting peace – let it all go, and once you can
do that, your mind will be free from worries and pain. This will make you calmer, which is
the next step of achieving peace.
A calm mind is one which stays the same in all situations. It does not get agitated or become
lax. It makes the mind clean, so that it is focused on doing the right thing at the right time.
If you are not calm, then you may take a wrong step which will affect you and your future,
so remain calm. Once these two steps of peace are achieved, you will stay and be at peace
with all around you. This is the first step to be taken for achieving the powers of New Love.
With peace comes the energy to focus and make right choices and decisions. Peace is a
very powerful energy itself, but you need the other two too to get the full powers of New
Love.
We all know the easy way of achieving peace but this is not a good way. The easy way will
be to avoid conflict at all times, but this will only make you more and more sad, as the
conflict you are facing is not resolved. You must learn to let it not affect you in any manner.
Think of all the reasons why your peace is being disturbed and try to resolve all points by
clearing them from your mind, so in the end you will realise that it was no use worrying
about these things. All worldly matters can be solved and resolved with good discussion,
so there is no need to worry about them further. Once you learn to resolve all problems,
your mind will be at peace and will help you to remain calm.
Love - Next step is to acquire love at all times. This is the foundation of New Love as love is
the most important element. But once you are at peace, you will find it easier to love all
around you. It should be at a very deep level within you, so that it’s like a force which
enables you to love and care deeply about all fellow humans as well as good creatures and
creations. Your thoughts should be to uplift all and this should build up naturally within
you. This can only happen once you get rid of all evil and negativity within yourself. Love
will bring you to a level, where you will be in harmony with all. No more arguments,
differences, which cannot be solved out easily. The powers of love and peace will create a
harmonious balance within you and all you will want will be to live in love, peace and
harmony with all. The moment you can achieve all of these three elements, will be the
greatest achievement of your life and nothing else will compare to this great achievement
within you. You will feel a force of New Love growing within you each day and make you
so strong that you can easily overcome any problems or difficulties in life. Try to spread this
to all around you and you will see the world in a different way and be a good helper of God
Almighty. Be blessed with love, peace and harmony and be blessed by God Almighty
always.
Love is the most powerful element of New Love, but to get it easily we have given the steps
to acquire this, meaning, first try to achieve peace, then love and then harmony. All 3 are

very important and to make them work, you have got to master them well one by one. Love
means to love all without any barriers and it should be unconditional. It is very hard to
imagine anyone acquiring this, but it is possible if you go step by step. Start with your own
self and then your family, friends and so on. You will fine it easy to grow love within you, as
peace will be there to support you. Start loving without any prejudices. All need and
deserve to be loved, except those of the evil world. They are not many, but there are many
souls who are bad, so if you can love them, they too can go to the good side and become
more and more good. Enjoy work of New Love as it is to be enjoyed and not worry about
completing it quickly. We are hoping that few of you can achieve this easily and then help
others to achieve it well. Keep on going one step at a time and soon you will reach the
highest step and be free of worries and negativity.
One step taken is enough to get started, another step taken takes you closer to your goal
and the steps taken later will make you run towards your destiny. We are all waiting for the
steps to be started by a good soul. This soul will read and understand all we are trying to
write in these books of New Love. If you follow the steps given, it will be easily done and
you will also get a good protection and guidance from God’s own angels. Try to complete
one step before starting another. The two steps of peace are to be free of worries and
negativity and to be calm always. The next step of love can also be broken into two steps,
the first being to love yourself first and the next one is to love all around you and once you
achieve these two steps, you will reach the final step of achieving harmony. This too we will
break into two steps to make it easier for you
Harmony - Firstly be in harmony with all your loved ones and yourself. Do everything which
will work all around you in harmony, meaning when all are together, be peaceful and enjoy
whatever you all do together. This will enable you to really enjoy everything you do with
everyone. Be in harmony with all that you do, be it your daily chores, your work, your
entertainment time, etc. The next step is to be in harmony with all of God’s creatures and
creations. Be aware that you do not unnecessarily cause stress or damage to any of God’s
creations. Be in tune with nature in all its glory and soon will find yourself singing happily
all the time. This is the sign that you have achieved harmony within you and all around you.
Be peaceful, happy, joyous, calm and enjoy each and every moment of your life.
The three elements now working together will completely transform your life and make you
a superhuman being who is very positive and a good person who has learnt to live life as
God wishes. Good thoughts will always be on your mind, so you will progress spiritually
too. As there is no negativity and fear within you, your body too will heal and you will feel
healthy and strong. Once all the elements are achieved you will receive a good blessing
from God Almighty Himself and surely that is the only thing that will be your greatest joy in
this life.
Good thoughts for all, good deeds for all, good work for all.
These are the steps needed to achieve New Love in its purest form. Work well and success
will be yours if you truly believe in its powers. Be blessed with God Almighty’s love always.

